Huawei Twitter and Facebook December 24-30

For Timothy Rono, the #DigiTruck was a chance to learn new digital literacy skills to help in his future career.

Better together in one tap: #P40Pro #MatePadPro

Topics to follow
Sign up to get Tweets about the Topics you follow in your Home timeline.

- Marques Brownlee
- Apple
- Tim Cook
- Android
- Microsoft
- Cloud platforms

It’s been a big year for mobile. From 3D holograms to temperature sensors, see what patents Huawei has filed this year. #innovation

ing in innovation pays off - just check out what we have accomplished in Europe in the past few years. tinyurl.com/y3ta4o8a

Investing in innovation pays off.
Look at how much testing Huawei devices go through to ensure they're in

perfect shape for use.

Dynamic waterproofing test

Huawei USA • @HuaweiUSA - Dec 25

We may be far apart but love brings us closer. Happy Holidays!

#LoveConnectsAll

Huawei FreLace Pro Review: Wireless Comfort With Great Battery Life
In a sea of true wireless earbuds on the market, we haven't been seeing
that many regular wireless earbuds. By 'regular' I mean the ones that are

androidheadlines.com

Research and development is at the heart of everything we do. In
Cambridge, our team's passion for innovation drives them to push
technological boundaries, contributing to new global standards.

Here's our engineer Cindy to explain...

#WomenInTech #HuaweiInsider
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Take a peek at the city afar. #ShotonHuawei

Are you ready to test your brain?

Every day, there is always #MoreToExplore

Download Brain Test on AppGallery

Getting perfect grades? Eh, whatever...
Beating Brain Test? Now that’s what we call genius.
Test your skills with Brain Test: Tricky Puzzles, the most addic... See More
Openness is critical to scientific discoveries and technological innovations.

Ren Zhengfei
Founder and CEO of Huawei Technologies
Let's create the ultimate New Year's Eve playlist

AppGallery
December 28 at 3:00 AM
We're making a playlist for the new year. 🎵 What's your first song of 2021 going to be?

Huawei USA
December 28 at 8:32 AM
The Huawei #FreeBudsPro look as good as they sound. 🎧
https://tinyurl.com/y6au4hot
Split and resize windows to your heart’s desire. #Mate40Series

Your Huawei devices must go through rigorous testing before they can be held in your own hands. Check out the behind the scenes of how they are made.
Even if you can't get together, stay connected with your loved ones. Happy Holidays! #LoveConnectsAll

If 2020 has taught us anything, it's that it's what's on the inside that counts.

Our family of apps are here to fulfill your life under the new normal and we... See More